
Spider…The Celebrity 
by S.D. Burke

Activity Pack!
Includes:
★Questions to ask during and after reading
★ Writing prompts with response templates
★ Guided drawing instructions
★ And much more!

GREAT FOR SUBSTITUES- FULL LESSON!



Welcome! 
Thank you for purchasing the Spider…The Celebrity Activity
Pack! Here you will find complete lessons for K-2 classes with
many great activities for the book Spider…The Celebrity by S.D.
Burke. Make sure to have your copy on hand- this book is
available on Amazon in paperback or eBook.

In this packet you will find:

★ Questions to ask before, during and after 
reading the book
★ Writing prompts to begin discussions
★ Anchor chart ideas
★ Templates to print for student responses
★ Ideas for differentiation- Depth and 
Complexity!
★ Guided drawing with step-by-step instructions

Need a substitute? Leave this for you class to enjoy a day of 
Spidery fun! Substitutes will find these lessons easy to follow 
and implement! 



Overview of Lesson
1. Begin by reading the book and asking 
the provided comprehension questions.

2. After reading, provide opportunities 
for students to discuss some of the 
questions together (think-pair-share). 

3. Make an anchor chart together as a 
class on the topic of your choosing/ ex. 
character traits.

4. Introduce the written response 
question (give choice for differentiation). 

5. Students respond using the provided 
template.

6. Complete the guided drawing with 
follow along steps. 



Discussion Questions for Spider…The Celebrity

Before Reading (hold up the book and 
ask):
*What do you think this story will be about?
*Do you think this book is fiction or non-fiction? Why?

During Reading: 
* Stop on page 11 and ask- Why does Spider think he is 
a celebrity?
*On page 12, why does Spider call the people “fans?”
* Stop on page 16 and ask- What is the setting of the 
story so far?

After Reading: 
*Why do you think the author wrote this story? 
Entertain? Teach? 
*What is the main problem in the story?
* What were the most important parts of the story? 
* Did you like the way the story ended? What did you 
like about it? 
* What are you still wondering about this story? 



Option 1: Read a non-fiction book about 
spiders and make an anchor chart to 
compare and contrast it to Spider…The 
Celebrity using a double bubble map or 
Venn diagram. 

Option 2: Pass out a post-it note to each 
student or student pair. Have them write 
or draw a character trait that Spider has 
on the post-it and place it on the anchor 
chart. Come back together whole group to 
discuss the answers. 

Option 3. Draw lines to divide the anchor 
chart in fourths. Label each section 
Setting, Characters, Problem, and Solution. 
Call on students to help fill in the parts 
with words or pictures. 

Anchor Chart Ideas



Student Response Templates
The following templates are intended to be
used to promote differentiation in the
classroom. Providing choice is one of the best
ways to motivate students. Choose two or
three prompts and allow students to choose
which template they would like.

Depth and Complexity: A great icon for this
book is Multiple Perspectives. Show this icon
and have students discuss and complete the
template asking, “How would the story
change if it was told by the humans?” Can
you think of any other icons that would fit
with this story?



















Step by Step Guided Draw



Finished Direct Draw Example



Across Other Content Areas: 

Math: Take a survey of the class 
responding to the question, “Would you tell 
Spider he isn’t a celebrity?” Using the data,  
make a bar graph or pictograph. Which one 
got more votes? Which one got the least? 
How many more votes did the winning one 
get?

Science: Use an online research database 
like Pebble Go to research spiders. What 
kind of spider do you think Spider is? 

Phonics: The word “spider” has the long i
sound. What other words also have this 
sound? Make a circle map! 

Extend the Learning



Thank you!

I hope you enjoyed this product!

If you like this product, please check out my other
activities on TPT at:
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Sd-Burke

If you loved the book Spider…The Celebrity, please
spread the word to friends and family and leave a
review on amazon. For other books by S.D. Burke visit:

www.doodlefacepublishing.com

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Sd-Burke
http://www.doodlefacepublishing.com/

